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Abstract

Marine plastic pollution is  a global problem, which adversely affects ecosystems and
economies worldwide. Studies based on a standardized approach to examine the
quantity of plastic debris are lacking at many locations, including Palestine. In the
present study, 15 transects of shoreline were established in the north and south on the
Coast of the Gaza Strip, following the standardized approach developed by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Commission.

On average, 7.427 Kg/km3 were collected from marine surface samples along the
coast.  All samples were collected using a manta trawl locally manufactured based on
the specifications described in NOAA 2014 and (Brown and Cheng 1981). Surface
samples North of Gaza Strip contributed more than three quarters to the overall
debris plastic weights, Gaza represents in this study is the biggest polluted
(19.16Kg/km3), Second place is North Gaza (14.74 Kg/km3), There was a clear
reduction in other areas where the results (in descending order) Rafah (2.53kg\km3)
,Deir al-Balah (0.387 Kg/km3) and Khan Younis (0.304 Kg/km3).

The average result of Meso sizes of marine debris shown that two type of them: Bags
(film) fragment as largest group ( 90%) and plastic cups the second (10%). While in
micro sizes was found three type, Bags (film) fragment recorded high result (48%)
and Small Net pieces and Fishing line smallest quantitative (17%).

Results showed that, the average density of shoreline plastic debris on Gaza Strip is
78.764 g\m3 of beach. Deir al-Balah represents in this study is the least polluted
shorelines (41.66g\m3).The average quantitative found rafah (116.17g\m3) is lower
compared to the North Gaza (123.13g\m3) but higher than in Khan Younis
(48.57g\m3), while Gaza result record (68.25g\m3) as near Overall average density.

Total average density of plastic debris (micro sizes) on the Coast of the Gaza Strip is
291.18 g/km3 of surface. Comparison to other regions, this density is much lower
than that found in comparable studies.

Indicator items were used to trace industrial origins of debris, identifying the tourism
as the main contributor to the pollution. Labels and types of fishing gear found,
indicated that the major proportion of marine debris was coming from fishing
industries. Management recommendations are based on the analysis of effective
management practices in other countries and the circumstances in Palestine. As a
result, enforcement of the use of biodegradable gear is seen as the best long-term
solution. Additional measures like gear marking and deposit systems, reception
facilities, education and beach cleanups are recommended.
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ملخص الدراسة
ةالتلوث الست من المواد ال حر لةهيال ة،مش ةاألنظمةتتأثرحیثعالم ةالبیئ اواالقتصاد عفيسل جم
اسيمنهجالتي تستند الىالدراساتتفتقر. العالمأنحاء ةلفحصق ام قا ةال الست ماأماكن عدةفيال
.فلسطینفیها

غزة وذلك وفقاقطاعساحلمقطع عرضي على الشاطئ  في شمال وجنوب15ءإنشاتمالدراسة،هذهفي
ة ة الوطن وضعته المفوض اسي الذ طاتللمنهج الق (NOAA.)الجووالغالفللمح

متوساتفلقد تم جمع العین حر على طول الساحل و سجلت النتائج  م .3/جم 7.427من سطح ال
استخدام  اكوذلك  اصنعةالمالجرش )NOAA)2014فيالموضحةالمواصفاتوف(مانتا)محل

). Brown and Cheng ،1981(و

لت عینات ك.اإلجماليالوزن أراعثالثةمنأكثرغزةقطاعشمالش الست ا ال قا فيغزةواحتلت مدینةمن 
ا هذه قا ز االول االكبر تلوثا حیث بلغت حجم ال زفي غزة. وجاء شمالم3/جم19.16الدراسة المر المر

ان هناك انخفاض واضح للتلوث في مناط3/جم14.47الثاني حیث بلغ الحجم ة أخرم. و وهي مرت
التالي: ا  م.3/جم0.387یونس م، خان3/جم0.304البلحدیرم، 3/جم2.53رفحتنازل

قااألحجام المتوسطة  نوعین من نتیجةمتوسأظهر حرةال ة ال الست اسقطع :وهماا ال ) فیلم(أك
لت المجموعة ةوالنوع الثاني أكواب) ٪90(االكبروش األحجام). ٪10(الست ما یتعل وجدالصغیرة،وف

اسأنواع وهي:ثالثة اك صید) ٪48(حیث سجلت أعلى نتیجة) فیلم(أك االضافة الى وقطع صغیرة من ش
ا صید والتي  ل هذا خیو ). ٪17(نت االصغر جدا، حیث بلغ 

حر في قطاع غزة بلغت  ثافةمتوسأنالنتائجوأظهرت ة على شاطئ ال الست ا ال قا مج78.764ال
الكمي 3/ج 41.66االقل تلوثا (الدراسة، الشاطئهذهفيالبلحدیرمدینةم. حیث احتلت3/ م). والمتوس

بلغ (م) و 3/ج 116.17لمدینة رفح ( شمال غزة الذ ان أعلى م) 3/مج123.13هو اقل مقارنة  ولكنه 
مدینة خانیونس حیث بلغت ( م ) 3/جم68.25مدینة غزة (نتیجةسجلتحینم) . في3/ج 48.57مقارنة 

ة ة الكثافة الكل لغ إجمالي.االقرب لنس اثافةمتوسو قا ةال الست عقطاساحلعلى) صغیرةأحجام(ال
. م)3/جم291.18(غزة

المقارنةدراساتفيوجدتالتيتلكثیر منأقلالكثافةتعد هذه ولقد تم استخدام. أخرمناطمعمماثلة  
عمؤشرات ةاألصوللتت ة،الصناع الست ا ال قا احةوتحدیدلل ارهاالس سيالسبباعت ولقد . التلوثفيالرئ

ةوجدت أنالصید التيمن أدواتاعوأنو أظهرت عالمات التعرف حرةمنبیرةنس ا ال قا منقادمةال
اتوتستند. الصیدصناعات مقارنة أخربلدانفيالفاعلةاإلدارةممارساتتحلیلعلىاإلدارةالتوص
لحلأفضلللتحللالقابلالعتاداستخدامتطبیعتبرلذلك،ونتیجة. فلسطینفيالظروف . األجلطو

اتخاذ نصح  ةتدابیرو المرافاإلیداع ووأنظمةعالمات للمعداتوضعمثلإضاف ماالستق وتنظیفوالتعل
الشواطئ
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Introduction

Human activities are responsible for a major decline of the world’s biological

diversity, and the problem is so critical that combined human impacts could have

accelerated present extinction rates to 1000–10,000 times the natural rate. In the

oceans, the threat to marine life comes in various forms, such as overexploitation and

harvesting, dumping of waste, pollution, alien species, land reclamation, dredging

and global climate change (Beatley, 1991). One particular form of human impact

constitutes a major threat to marine life is the pollution by plastic debris.

Plastics are synthetic organic polymers, and though they have only existed for just

over a century (Gorman, 1993), by 1988 in the United States alone, 30 million tons

of plastic were produced annually (O'Hara, 1988). The versatility of these materials

has lead to a great increase in their use over the past three decades, and they have

rapidly moved into all aspects of everyday life (Debris, 1990) .Plastics are

lightweight, strong, durable and cheap (Laist, 1987), characteristics that make them

suitable for the manufacture of a very wide range of products. These same properties

happen to be the reasons why plastics are a serious hazard to the environment

(Pruter, 1987). Plastic debris causes harm to marine organisms through entanglement

and ingestion. Mentioned that more than 260 species have been recorded to have

ingested or been entangled in plastic debris. It is likely that plastics can cause

damage to coral reefs and generally affect benthic ecosystem. Since they are also

buoyant, an increasing load of plastic debris is being dispersed over long distances,

and when they finally settle in sediments they may persist for centuries. The threat of

plastics to the marine environment has been ignored for a long time, and its

seriousness has been only recently recognized. In the marine environment, the

perceived abundance of marine life and the vastness of the oceans have lead to the

dismissal of the proliferation of plastic debris as a potential hazard (Laist, 1987).

The literature on marine debris leaves no doubt that plastics make-up most of the

marine litter worldwide. Though the methods were not assessed to ensure that the

results were comparable, clearly indicates the predominance of plastics amongst the
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marine litter, and its proportion consistently varies between 60% and 80% of the total

marine debris (Gregory and Ryan 1997). It is not possible to obtain reliable estimates

of the amount of plastic debris that reaches the marine environment, but the

quantities are nevertheless quite substantial. In 1975 the world’s fishing fleet alone

dumped into the sea approximately 135,400 tons of plastic fishing gear and 23,600

tons of synthetic packaging material(Cawthorn 1989). estimated that merchant ships

dump 639,000 plastic containers each day around the world, and ships are therefore,

a major source of plastic debris (Shaw 1977). Recreational fishing and boats are also

responsible for dumping a considerable amount of marine debris, and according to

the US Coast Guard they dispose approximately 52% of all rubbish dumped in US

waters. Plastic materials also end up in the marine environment when accidentally

lost, carelessly handled (Wilber 1987)or left behind by beachgoers. They also reach

the sea as litter carried by rivers and municipal drainage systems. There are major

inputs of plastic litter from land-based sources in densely populated or industrialized

areas (Pruter 1987), most in the form of packaging.

1.1 Study area

The coastline of the Gaza Strip forms only a small section of a larger concave system

that extends from Alexandria at the West Side of the Nile Delta, via Port Said,

Bardawil Lagoon, El Arish and Gaza to the Bay of Haifa. This littoral cell forms the

eastern corner of the Levantine Basin. This entire coastline, including the coastline of

the Gaza Strip, has been shaped over by the sedimentation of the Nile River.

The coast is used for several activities such as agriculture, urbanization,

transportation and some police installations also exist. In the Gaza Strip, it is not easy

to define the coast or the coastal zone due to its limited area. If the international

definition of the coastal zone is to be considered in this case, all the Gaza Strip must

be located in the coastal zone, where the maximum distance between the water–land

contact and the eastern border of the Gaza Strip is about 12 km. In this article, and as

it is locally defined, the coastal zone is the area located 1–3 km to the east from the

land–water contact. (Al-Agha, 2000).
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1.2 Objectives

Plastic marine pollution in the Mediterranean coast of the Gaza Strip is

undocumented yet, therefore the objectives of this work are:

 To assess and identify the status of marine plastic pollution.

 To quantify and measure the plastic accumulating and floating in the Coasts

of the Gaza Strip.

 To quantify and measure the accumulated plastic in the stomachs of several

Mediterranean biotas, such as fish.

1.3 Significance

Plastic marine debris is presently widely recognized as an important global

environmental pollutant. Such debris is reported in every habitat of the oceans and

their ingestion has been demonstrated in a range of marine organisms. Plastic marine

pollution in the Mediterranean coast of the Gaza Strip however is undocumented,

therefore the objective of this work is to assess and identify the status of marine

plastic pollution along the coast of the Gaza Strip. This study will document the

presence of plastic debris on the beaches, seawater and marine biota on the Gaza

Strip and consequently will estimate the abundance of plastics in the marine

environment

1.4 Problem statement

The Gaza Strip coastline as a part of the Mediterranean Sea, vulnerable to plastic

accumulation from land sources due to population concentration along its coast, the

intense fishing and recreational maritime activities in its waters. specially at summer

months.

1.5 Research limitations

Surveys were conducted at specified period the same year and thus cannot show the

amount of plastic debris which accumulates in a long time frame. Therefore, the data

must be seen as a first preliminary study of the marine plastic debris pollution in in

the coastal zone of Gaza, setting the starting point for further research and

monitoring programs.
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Furthermore, some debris items were not detected because they were buried in sand

or under rocks are not included in the study.

Management practices on reduction of marine debris other than beach cleanups have

not been tested so far in the Gaza Strip. Thus, this study can only provide suggestions

based on the current state of knowledge.

1.6 Study outline

The introduction gives a broad description of the thesis (Chapter one). In Chapter

two an overview on the wide reaching implications of marine debris is given to

introduce the issue. A detailed description of the methodology used is presented in

Chapter three. In Chapter four the results of quantities of marine debris in the coastal

zone of Gaza, including statistical analysis of the data and qualitative results are

described and the discussion, key industries that can contribute to marine debris are

identified.

In the last part of the discussion, suggestions for management practices to reduce

marine debris in Gaza Strip are given (Chapter five). This section incorporates an

analysis of the effectiveness of management practices into the suggestions provided.

A summary of the findings is presented in the conclusion (Chapter six).



2 Chapter 2
Theoretical overview
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Chapter 2: Theoretical overview

2.1 Definitions and explanation of concepts

2.1.1 Marine plastic debris

Marine plastic debris has been defined as: “…any persistent, manufactured or

processed solid material discarded, disposed or abandoned in the marine and coastal

environment. Marine debris consists of items that have been made or used by people

and have deliberately been discarded into the sea, rivers or on beaches; brought

indirectly to the sea with rivers, sewage, storm water or winds; or accidentally lost,

including material lost at sea in bad weather”(Galgani, Hanke, Werner and De Vrees,

L.., 2013).

Figure (2.1): Gaza Coastline in the Mediterranean Context (Wikimedia)

Beach constructions as roads, restaurants, hotels and other buildings have been

constructed, very close to and even right on the active part of the shore, thereby

constraining the range of free space needed for the seawater dynamics. Recently after
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the construction of the fishing port increased the need to protect the coastal zone of

Gaza Strip. (Ali 2002)

The coastal erosion is another threat to the coastal zone. The flooding of ‘Wadi’

Gaza when happens may be increased the erosion rate and therefore effects the

structure and the biodiversity of the coast. (Ali 2002)

Constructions between Rafah at the southern border, and Gaza City there are no

majorcoastal structures, which makes the biodiversity are little threatened.

In most of the areas forming dunes particularly in the southern part. Kurkar cliffs are

found between the mouths of ‘Wadi’ Gaza a Dier Elbalah.(Ali 2002)

2.1.2 Current Zone Coastal Status

The coastal zone of Gaza Strip (Figure 2.2) is 42 km long, while the width of the

strip is between 6 and 12 km covering an area of 365 km2. The area is situated in the

southern part of Palestine and Southeast Mediterranean Sea. The coastal zone of

Gaza Strip is defined as a band of water and a land extended along the seashore of

the eastern Mediterranean Sea. The coastal zone includes the sand dunes in the south

and north, the coastal cliffs (exposed Kurkar ridges) in the middle to north. The land

band of the coastal zone covers about 74 km2  of which 2.7 km  are beaches, and in

the same time about 48 km 2Mainly a major valley ‘Wadi Gaza’ in the center

dissects the coastline. Other two valleys Wadi Beit-Hanoun in the north and Wadi

El-Salqa in the south are with little flooding, usually dry throughout the summer and

becoming wet in winter. Untreated wastewater discharges in Wadi Gaza and floods

may be occurred during winter. The water supply from these valleys appears to be

limited or stopped that was after a control system has been established (Goodson

1999).

In 1999 the American National Oceanic Atmospheric Agency (NOAA) presents the

shoreline habitats delineated for the coastline of the Gaza Strip. The majority of the

coastline consists of upper-medium to coarse-grained (49.41%) and fine to lower-

medium grained sand beaches (38.46%). In front of Gaza City part of the coast

(6.05%) consists of riprap (shore protection of concrete rubble and rock). Natural,

exposed, wave-cut platforms in rock can be found along 3.81% of the coastline.
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Solid man-made structures can either be sheltered (1.24%) or exposed (0.24%).

Finally, 0.74% of the coastline consists of mixed sand and gravel (Ali 2002).

Figure (2.2): The coastal zone of Gaza Strip, Palestine
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2.2 Literature Review

2.2.1 Characteristics of Plastic debris

Nowadays, debris of anthropogenic origin can be found in almost every environment

on the globe. Of all the kinds of debris, plastic debris is identified to have the most

harmful effects on nature (Gall and Thompson 2015). Plastic debris makes up 50-

80% of ocean debris, usually making it the most abundant artificial material, while

glass and metal often rank second or third on a global scale. It is estimated that 8

million items of plastic are disposed in the oceans every day, while about 13,000

pieces float on every square kilometer of the ocean (Programme 2005). In 2009,

volunteers collected 10.24 million items of marine debris on beaches of 108 different

countries, with the top three items being cigarette butts, plastic bags and food

containers .A study from 2009 concluded that in the OSPAR Maritime Area, the

amount of marine debris remains high and is not reducing. On average,

approximately 70% of the marine debris sinks to the bottom due to fouling processes,

while 15% floats and 15% was washed ashore. Plastic materials are in general not

biodegradable and persist for extended periods of time. In combination with the fact

that their demand is rising, the quantities of plastic debris will continue to

increase.(Van Franeker, Blaize et al. 2011)

2.2.2 Classification of plastic debris

2.2.2.1 Mesoplastics marine debris

According to Hammer et al (2012), Mesoplastics refers to plastic particles with

diameter larger than 1mm. In fact, any plastic items with sizes larger than

microplastics can be classified as Mesoplastics. Plastic bottles, plastic bags, food

packaging, cigarette butts, buoys, plastic toys, fishing gears, nets and lines are all

common examples of Mesodebris found in the ocean. These plastics are easily

visible to the human eye and can be collected manually. Mesoplastics are usually

recognised as the general plastic pollution in the sea. With high durability and

buoyancy, these large plastic items can stay in the ocean for up to hundreds of years

and travel between all oceans in the world (Barnes, Galgani et al. 2009).

Mesoplastics are commonly found on the sea surface, seabed, beaches and other

coastal areas. It is noticed that mesoplastics account for the majority of plastic debris
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on the seabed, with less amount floating on the ocean surface or being washed ashore

to beaches (Do Sul and Costa 2014).

2.2.2.2 Micro plastics marine debris

Microplastics are small plastics that may not easily be visible to the human eye

.There are no scientific standards for the size of microplastics, and as mentioned

definitions have varied in different studies from diameters of <1mm to <10mm

(Aliani, Griffa and Molcard. 2003). These tiny plastics exist in the marine

environment in a variety of different shapes, such as fibres and fragments, and are

made of different types of polymers, such as polystyrene and polyethylene. Such

plastics have high durability and are highly resistant to biodegradation, but they may

also break down to microscopic sizes through physical and chemical processes

(Barnes, Galgani et al. 2009).

The concerns over microplastics have only existed in the ocean for more than few

decades. Due to the difficulties in estimation and lack of attention to microplastics,

there are limited studies in this area and, as a result, the data are often conflicting and

uncertain. However, as the amount of marine plastics increases continuously,

concerns on both Meso and Micro plastic items are increasing. Recent studies have

shown that large quantities of marine plastics are actually present in the microscopic

size range (Browne, Crump et al. 2011). According to the research in US, the

quantity of microplastics found in every square mile of ocean is between 1,500 -1.7

millions pieces. These tiny plastics tend to follow ocean currents and float in the

ocean and have been discovered in the water column and to accumulate to form

garbage patches in gyres (Lytle 2009).

2.3 Sources of plastics debris

A wide range of plastic debris can be identified as meso and micro  plastics. They

enter the ocean from a variety of sources, which are mainly divided into land based

and sea-based .Land based sources account for 80% of the total marine plastic debris,

while the rest of them (20%) are sea-based sources (Sheavly and Register 2007).
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2.3.1 Land-based sources

Most marine plastics are from land-based sources, such as littering, untreated

sewage, storm water, and discharges from industrial facilities. Plastic debris from the

land can enter the aquatic environment through several ways. Due to their

lightweight properties, plastics can easily blow into waterways by wind, or can be

washed or discharged into the ocean accidentally or deliberately (NOAA, 2007).

Municipal landfills located near rivers or streams of coastal areas are one of the

major land-based sources of marine debris. Poor management of landfills and

inadequate waste management facilities are the main means that plastics can be

escaped from disposal facilities. Light plastic items, particularly plastic bags and

food packaging, can be blown into rivers or streams located nearby or directly into

the sea. In the US, it has been noted that many estuaries sited around waste treatment

sites suffer from severe waste contamination. It is also possible that plastics are

released during collection and transportation, especially when dumping trucks are not

properly covered (Barnes, Galgani et al. 2009). Plastics can be blown away from

trucks or waste containers and enter water bodies.

Untreated sewage and storm water drains are one of the main land-based concerns.

During heavy precipitation, storm water drainages collect excessive amount of

surface runoff. The storm water runoff passing through streets may wash plastic

wastes into the storm water drainage. This runoff is usually directly discharged into

rivers, streams, or the sea (NOAA 2007). In addition, plastics may be carried in the

untreated sewage due to malfunction or lack of treatment facilities. Without passing

through the treatment processes, plastics in wastewater cannot be screened out,

which can be directed into waterways. It is estimated that untreated sewage accounts

for about 80% of the river pollution problem in India . Furthermore, it is expected

that there will be a larger amount of untreated sewage discharged to aquatic bodies in

the rainy seasons. As there is a handling capacity for sewage treatment facilities, the

volume of sewage plus storm water often exceeds this capacity and when this occurs

there is an overflow of sewage carrying plastics such as bottles and syringes, which

will be discharged into the nearby water bodies (Lytle, 2009).
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Micro plastics refer to plastic fragments generated from the breakdown of

Mesoplastics. Andrady (2003) found that fragmentation of large plastic debris is the

main source of microscopic plastics (Andrady 2003). With the presence of sufficient

sunlight and high temperature, plastics can undergo degradation that can break off

chemical bonding to increase their fragility. However, in the marine environment,

this process will be inhibited due to low temperatures and inadequate sunlight

(NOAA 2009). As a result, large items cannot fully decompose, but break into

smaller pieces through physical, chemical or even biological action. In most cases,

plastic items fragment into smaller pieces by physical abrasion and wave action

(Barnes, Galgani et al. 2009). It is, therefore, well understood that there are many

factors which constribute to Mesoplastic pollution and huge quantities of this debris

has entered and accumulated in the ocean. Studies have recorded acceleration in the

incidents of plastic items which undergo fragmentation and break down into

microscopic pieces. It is expected this issue will increase continuously and pose a

significant threat to aquatic environments.

2.3.2 Sea-based sources

For ocean-based debris, it is believed that vessels, either fishing, recreational,

commercial, military or research ships, account for majority of the sea-based sources.

Vessels contribute main plastic pollution in certain areas such as the major shipping

lines and remote islands. Lytle (2009) has estimated 6.5 million tonnes of plastic

debris are generated from vessels in a year. Another calculation from UNEP (2005)

also estimated around 5 million plastic items are discarded from ships and other

vessels. Plastic items discarded from vessels usually include fishing gears and nets,

food and beverage containers, plastic bags and other domestic trash. Fishing nets and

gears are one of the main plastic debris collected in the ocean, which account for 50-

90% among all marine litter (Hammer, Kraak et al. 2012). The UNEP (2005)

reported 107 tonnes and 90 tonnes of nets and gears were collected from the

Hawaiian and Midway Islands respectively. At sea, plastics can get into the aquatic

environment through accidental loss or deliberate dumping. Fishermen usually

directly dump ship-generated trash into the sea due to a low awareness of the

consequences and impacts of such direct disposal. Besides, cargos containing plastics

may be lost from commercial ships, particularly during extreme weather. The
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contents, such as plastic toys and resin pellets may leak out from the containers and

directly enter the ocean (NOAA 2007). For recreational, military and research

vessels, more domestic wastes are expected to released into ocean. These ships

usually carry larger numbers of people for comparatively long periods of time. If

daily garbage generated on board is not properly managed, given the limitation on

storage, it is possible for the trash to end up in marine environment (Sheavly and

Register 2007).

2.4 Impacts of plastics debris.

The favourable properties of plastics make them ideal materials for human society.

However, these properties, at the same time, pose severe threats to the marine

environment once plastics enter the ocean. Plastic debris causes harm to marine

organisms through entanglement and ingestion (Hammer, Kraak et al. 2012).

Macfadyen (2009) mentioned that morethan 260 species have been recorded to have

ingested or been entangled in plastic debris. Entanglement is one of the most direct

and visible impacts posed to wildlife from Mesoplastic pollution. Plastics such as

fishing nets, gears and sixpack rings beverage holder are common objects which can

lead to entanglement of marine organisms. Evidences show that many species,

including marine mammals, seabirds, sea turtles and other marine organisms, have

been entangled with plastics. Among these species, sea turtles and marine mammals

are noted to be the major victims. Research in the Oman found that over 70% of the

incubating sea turtles were entangled before getting into the deep ocean (Claereboudt

2004). In California, it was noted that around 910 pinnipeds (NOAA 2009) have

been affected by plastic entanglement, which 32% of which were entangled in

plastics and 68% had been entangled in the past. Marine plastic ingestion is a

common problem found in the aquatic environment as plastic items usually mimic

food sources, such as fish eggs and jellyfish, and can be easily mistaken by species

(Hammer, Kraak et al. 2012). It is noticed that microscopic plastics present in the sea

are usually of a size similar to sediments and planktonic species. Owing to the small

size, micro plastics are potentially ingested by variety of marine organisms.

Organisms as small as filter feeders, detritivores and other invertebrates are also

susceptible to the ingestion of microplastics. Evidence shows that although

organisms, such as lugworms, barnacles and mussels, which have different feeding
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modes, all of them are recorded as consumer for microplastics (Browne, Dissanayake

et al. 2008). There is a high potential that the presence of microscopic plastics is

posing significant threats to the entire marine ecosystem and food chain. It is likely

that plastics can cause damage to coral reefs and generally affect benthic ecosystem

(Macfadyen, Huntington and Cappell. 2009) .Floating plastics can act as a vector to

transport invasive species, which may also affect local ecosystems and even result in

extinction of native species. Another problem caused by marine plastics is that these

items can adsorb toxic chemicals and persistent organic pollutants (POPs) that

accumulate in the sea. Plastics can hold these harmful substances for long periods of

time and carry them to different regions and even introduce them into the food chain.

Apart from posing impacts to wildlife and ecosystems, plastic debris can bring

impacts to humans and their society. Plastics floating on the sea surface may cause

aesthetic and safety problems (Ofiara and Brown 1999). The presence of plastics can

lead to significant impacts to the economy of coastal regions and fishing industries .

The final but the worst impacts is that the endurance and tough properties of plastics

limit the degradability of plastics in the marine environment . As a result, plastics

debris usually undergo fragmentation and break into smaller pieces, and finally form

microplastics (Barnes, Galgani et al. 2009).

Current studies have estimated the quantity of microplastics being ingested by

different marine biota, the results show most at that of their gut, and stomach

contains micro plastics .Data indicated marine birds and invertebrates are more

susceptible to micro plastic ingestion. Organisms at lower trophic levels are more

likely to uptake microscopic particles as these organisms are non-discriminate

feeders and do not distinguish between food sources and plastics (Browne,

Dissanayake et al. 2008). Unfortunately, these organisms serve as the base of the

food chain, which the ingested plastics are potentially delivered to and then

accumulate at higher levels of the food chain. Due to the susceptibility of

microplastics to ingestion, it is noted that human food sources such as fishes and

mussels are likely to consume microplastics(Moore 2008).
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Chapter 3: Methodology

Materials and Methods

3.1 Shoreline Methods

This study classified two size classes of ‘large microplastics’ (1 to <5 mm) (hereafter

microplastics mean large microplastics), and ‘mesoplastics’ (5 to <25 cm), while,

macroplastics debris which represent those more than or equal 25 cm (≥ 25 cm) are

not included in this study (Lee, Hong et al. 2013).

Figure (3.1): Shoreline debris in Rafah coastal zone ,Gaza Strip.

3.1.1 Sample collection

3.1.1.1 Shoreline samples

In this study, five location throughout the shoreline of Gaza Strip were sampled

between September 2014 and February 2014 for analysis of meso- and micro debris:

Rafah, Khan Younis, Deir al-Balah, Gaza and  North Gaza. Sampling sites selection

was based on a number of criteria including site access and suitability for sampling

and most importantly the different anthropogenic activities to which they are thought

to be exposed.
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On each location, three transects were selected at random. Each transect was 5 m in

length and run perpendicular to the shoreline section from water’s edge, at the time

of sampling, to the upper part of the location that receives wave action during storms

and high surf (Figure3.2). Within each transects, an individual quadrat of 1m2 (1 × 1

m) were chosen randomly for microplastic and mesoplastic sampling. Thus, a total of

15 samples (3 per each location) were collected from the different location (Figure

3.2).

The methodology of transect determination and selection, quadrant (1m2) placement

as well as sampling, sample processing and analysis procedures has been based on

the existing shoreline monitoring protocols established by the NOAA Marine

Debris Program. (Lippiatt 2013).

Figure (3.2): Location of the five beaches along the shore of Gaza Strip from
which plastic debris were collected.
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Geographic coordinates were determined by a hand-held Global Positioning System

(GPS) identified all sites. The coordinates and number of samples at each beach are

illustrated in Table 3.1.

Table (3.1): Coordinates shoreline sample collection (N/W)

Shoreline  Sample
Site GPS

N. sample
Location of sample

collectionN
Long(W)Lat(N)

31.3343194134.232201421
Rafah1 31.3471112934.247393452

31.32612434.2221063
31.3596014134.261958434

Khan Younis2 31.3852628634.290275355
31.41299434.3238356

31.4317337234.344308377
Deir al Balah3 31.4522181734.363833598

31.4621879434.374045269
31.4762379434.3875017410

Gaza4 31.4974882534.4084885211
31.5133862834.4233606112
31.5465657134.4536844113

North Gaza5 31.5634783834.4678382614
31.5770437434.4781283815

Once the quadrat placement was selected, any pieces of debris that are ≥ 25 mm

(macroplastics) were removed from the surface and the samples were taken. Each

sample was consisted of sand scooped with a small shovel from the selected 1m2

quadrat to a depth of approximately 10cm, to fill a 10 L bucket.

The collected sand was sieved sequentially with 5 and 1mm  sieves. Particles > 5mm

in size (i.e. meso-debris items) which are retained on 5 mm sieve tray were collected

and placed in labeled plastic bags for accurate analysis in the lab. For wet sand, a

filtered water rinse was used to facilitate the sieving process. The process was

repeated for each transect and a total of  fifteen transects were analyzed (Table 3.1).

The sieved materials that passed through the pores of the 5mm sieve and retained on

1mm sieve tray which contain microplastics debris items (1 to <5 mm) were placed

in separate labeled plastic bags for further analysis. (Figure 3.3).
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Since, particles of which size are smaller than 1 mm cannot be identified and counted

without microscopic observation and subsequent spectroscopic confirmation (Lee,

Hong et al. 2013), the targeted microplastic size range in this study was confined to

1–5 mm only.

Figure (3.3): Shoreline survey methodology

Stages of collecting shoreline samples

Figure 3.3c
Quadrat sample

Figure 3.3b
The collection of the sample depth of 10 cm

Figure 3.3d
Sorting Sampler

Figure 3.3a
Determine the sample area (1 m2)
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3.1.1.2 Sorting

Each sample was thoroughly rinsed to remove sand, and to pick out non-floatable

objects that may be mistaken for plastics (glass). The samples were poured into a

container of freshwater. The container was swirled for 1 min and floating particles

(mostly plastic) then sieved out. Some samples required rinsing several times to

remove all of the clinging sand or soil. The samples were then air dried at room

temperature.

The dried samples were sorted under a microscope. Plant material and ‘‘other’’ non-

plastic, material from each sample was picked and discarded. The different types of

plastic items were placed in separate containers, and labeled with sieve size, location

and type.

3.1.2 Density determination

Each size class was then weighed on a digital balance (type) with to 0.01 g precision

and their density (mass of debris items/m 3 of the sand) was calculated as follows:

D = w/(a × h)

D = density of debris items (mass of debris items/m3)

w = mass of debris items

a = area sampled = 1 m2

h = depth of sample = 10 cm = 0.1 m
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3.2 Surface water survey for floating marine debris > 0.30 mm

The methodology described here is based on a method used in a variety of published

studies on quantifying of floating meso and micro plastic particles (NOAA 2012)

from surface water samples. To better suit this study however, some small

adjustments were made. A total of 22 surface water samples were collected from five

locations at Rafah, Khan Younis, Deir al-Balah, Gaza and  North Gaza, during two

sampling occasions conducted on May  10 and June 25,  2014.

Figure (3.4): Trawling technique (Manta net)local made)

All samples were collected using a manta trawl with locally manufactured neuston

net based on the specifications described in Brown and Cheng (1981).

The net has a semi-rectangular frame, with a mouth opening dimension of 50 cm ×

100 cm, supported by two buoys fixed at each end. The lower edge of the net frame

is weighted by using a pair of weights so that it remains under water while net is

being towed (Figure3.4). The net body was composed of 0.330 mm nylon mesh and

has a length measuring approximately 3 m.
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Figure (3.5): Technician Making Manta net

The net attached to rope is lowered from the deck crane to the side of the boat and

towed horizontally at the surface (Figure 3.6). During the trawl, tow rope length is

adjusted so that to ensure the net is smoothly skim the surface water away from the

boat wake. Any large debris items that may be funneled into the net mouth were

removed. While the net is being towed a 25 cm of the net was submerged beneath the

surface. This was achieved by using a styrofoam float fixed at each side of the frame

and 2.0 kg weights attached to the lower edge of the net frame. The net was towed

along the sea surface for approximately 0.5 nautical miles at a speed of 2 knots, for

approximately 45 minute duration, parallel to the adjacent shoreline and within 500-

1500m off the shore. Using a handheld GPS unit, GPS coordinates were recorded at

the beginning and ending point of  each trawl.(Table 3.2) At the end of the tow, the

end time was recorded and the net was pulled back into the boat.

3.2.1 Sample Processing

As soon as the net was recovered, the outside of the net was gently washed with

0.333 mm filtered, natural seawater, while Keeping the mouth of the net up, and the

collection vessel end down.

This action flushs any debris stuck in the netting into the sample collection vessel.

Then, the collection vessel was removed and its entire contents was emptied into a

tightly sealed plastic bags. Any obvious large debris or natural items were rinsed to

collect any small attached particles and then discarded. Digital photos were taken to

document the collection vessel contents at the end of each trawl. Samples were

transferred to separate labeled plastic bags for laboratory processing. In laboratory,
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trawl contents were emptied over two nested sieves with pore sizes of 5 mm and 0.3

mm to categorize collected materials into two sizes. The size fractions retained from

the sieve tray (> 5mm ) which represent the meso-debris items and those < 5 mm

which constitute micro-debris are carefully collected and placed in separate

containers.Each sample of plastics was thoroughly rinsed with freshwater  and then

air-dried. The dried samples were visually sorted under a dissecting microscope and

stored in labeled plastic bags at room temperature for type classification.

Figure 3.5 Surface Marine trawling technique (Manta net)
Stages of collecting samples of the sea.
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Table (3.2): Coordinates marine sample collection (N/W)

Marine  Sample
Site (GPS)

N.sampl
e

Location of
sample

collection
N Lat(N) endLong(W)

end
Long(W)

start
Lat(N) start

31.3349734.2292631.3309134.226051
Rafah1

31.3523434.2506231.3492534.247032
31.4106634.319231.4152134.323573

Khan Younis2
31.3759934.2779731.3813234.283664
31.4356234.3442231.4318934.34195

Deir al Balah3 31.4529934.3600831.4497434.358856
31.4653334.3746431.4652734.375057
31.4926934.398831.4880134.397218

Gaza4
31.5234634.4233431.519734.422349
31.5475934.4506631.544534.4493310

North Gaza5
31.5604434.4603731.5566234.4597211

Figure (3.6): Location of the five location along the shore of Gaza Strip
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3.2.2 Density determination

The density of plastic particles (mass of debris items/km 3 of water) was calculated

as follows:

D = m/v

D = density of debris items (mass of debris items/km3)

m = mass of debris items

v = volume of water filtered (km3)

3.3 Fish samples

A total of 45 fish specimens belonging to different habitat and taxonomic group were

collected from coastal waters off Gaza Strip and used for plastic analysis. For each

fish, standard length (mm) and standard weight (g) were recorded. Fish were frozen

within 2 h of capture, and subsequently thawed out at room temperature prior to

examination. Fish were opened with a scalpel, the gastrointestinal tracts were

removed, cut open and their contents were transferred to clean petri dishes for

inspection with a dissecting microscope (Figure. 3.7). Any suspicious ingested items

were removed using forceps for examination.

Figure (3.7): Anatomy Fish samples
using binoculars

Figure (3.8):  Fish samples (length
(mm) and weight (g).
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3.4 Debris Classification

In this study, Plastic debris was categorized into two size classes; Mesoplastic debris

(5 to <25 cm) and Microplastic debris (1 to <5 mm). Each size class was then

separated by type of plastic as bottle caps, bags (film) fragment, beverage bottles,

cigarettes Filters, cups, hard plastic fragment, small net pieces and fishing line,

straws, styrofoam, plastic pellets, buoys and floats . See Appendix I for photos of

these item.

3.5 Statistical analyses

Descriptive statistics, graphs and tables were done with Microsoft Excel 2010. The

distribution-free Kruskal–Wallis Test were performed to detect significant

differences of the mesoplastic and microplastic densities between the different sites.

If this test indicated significant differences, the nonparametric Mann–Whitney U test

for pairwise comparisons was used to identify the significantly differing groups The

relationship between the densities of micro-and meso-plastics at the different

locations was determined using general linear regression analysis. Correlations

between the Meso and microplastic items with respect to different locations were

identified using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (rho). Probabilities <0.05

were considered significant. All statistical analyses were carried out with PASW

software version 18.
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Chapter 4: Results & Discussion

4.1 Shoreline Result

In total, 1065g of debris was found on the five surveyed beaches along the Gaza

Strip shore (15 quadrats, each of 1m2) during the survey period, which represents an

average of 78.764g \ m3.

4.1.1 Quantitative analyses

Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1 shows the average density of plastic debris per quadrat in

the different location. In general the highest density of plastic items was found in

North Gaza and Rafah .

Table (4.1): Average quantitative of plastic debris in all shoreline

N location Density(g\m3)

1 Rafah 116.17
2 Khan Younis 48.57
3 Deir al-Balah 41.66
4 Gaza 68.25
5 North Gaza 123.13

Figure (4.1): Average quantitative of plastic debris in all shoreline where

sampling was conducted.
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A lot of debris is accumulated there in a small area, the looks especially polluted.

Therefore North Gaza is shown in the Figure4.1 as a separate even though it is part

of Gaza Strip. The column for Rafah the samples taken quantitative of debris found

was slightly smaller. However, the difference is not significant as the quantitative of

items was highly variable. In all other shoreline a lower degree of pollution was

observed.

Deir al-Balah represents in this study is the least polluted shorelines.  Gaza

representing the North in this study. The average quantitative found rafah is lower

compared to the north but higher than in the south.

4.1.1.1 Meso and Micro size results

Figure 4.2  show the total weight of debris collected, in the individual in all location

of shoreline where the marine debris was found total weight Meso sizes ( blue bars)

and the total weight Micro sizes (red bars).

The highest quantitative of Micro sizes marine debris was found in Deir al-Balah

accounting for (2.48 g/m3).  The smallest quantitative was found in Gaza where only

(1.03 g/m3) were found.

In Mseo sizes marine debris quantitative was found in North Gaza the highest

quantitative (120.98 g/m3). In the Deir al-Balah was found the smallest quantitative

(39.17 g/m3), as bigger debris pieces could not be measured in weight, the weight

given is likely to be an underestimate.
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Figure (4.2): Debris found in total and in each shoreline sampled (Meso sizes blue)

with respective total weight of debris found (micro sizes red).

Despite the observed variations of the densities of meso and microplastic debris, the

Kruskal-Wallis test couldn't determine any significant differences between the

different beaches of Gaza Strip (p > 0.05; p = 0.458 and 0.699 for meso and

microplastic debris respectively).
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4.1.2 Qualitative analysis

Figure 4.3 provides an overview of the density of all plastic items that were found at

least once and indicates the most types of plastic debris found on the Coast of the

Gaza Strip.

The mesoplastic debris items were composed of film (30.75g, 39%), plastic cups

(12.27 g, 16%), beverage bottles (8.78g. 11%), small net pieces and fishing lines

(6.72 g, 9%), buoys floats (2.67g, 3% ),Styrofoam (1.62g,2%), cigarettes filters

(1.34g, 2%), bottles cups (1.62g, 2% ), straws (1.03g, 1%) and other polymer (11.9

g,15%).

Figure (4.3): Density of Meso size debris in shoreline debris.

On the other hand the microplastic debris items were composed of hard plastic

(1.56g, 60%), film fragment (0.4g, 21%), plastic pellets (0.201 g, 11%), Styrofoam

(0.0966 g, 5%) and fishing line (0.064g, 3%).
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Figure (4.4): Most debris micro size types found in total.

The percentages are derived from the total quantitative of marine debris found .In

Meso sizes, “bags (film) fragment ” account for the biggest percentage (39%), while

in micro sizes “Hard plastic fragment represents the highest percentage (60%) while

“Straws” makes up 1% and is the smallest group itemized in Meso sizes.

Table 4.1 provides an overview of plastic debris types in the shoreline of Gaza Strip.

In Meso sizes was found the category “Bags film Fragment” accounts for the highest,

quantitative of debris in North Gaza while plastic Cups are the second largest

category found in Gaza. In Deir al-Balah the quantitative of all debris found is

relatively low, so there are no obvious differences between the debris types. ‘Ropes

and nets’ is the third largest group found, while the categories ‘plastic bottles’ and

‘others’ account for approximately the same proportion. Pictures of Bags (film)

Fragment and Hard Plastic Fragment that were typically found are provided in Table

4.2.
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Table (4.2): provides an overview of the most Meso sizes debris types in the
shoreline in Gaza trip
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Rafah 24 0 0.1305 24.15 2.126 0 11.65 0.236 1.5 50.5 114.2925

Khan Younis 0 3.89 0.14 32.76 0 0 5.07 0.7 0 0 42.56

Deir al-Balah 0 1 0.97 19.2 1.05 7.67 2.77 0.78 0 5.74 39.18

Gaza 0 3.04 4.67 38.7 0.77 0 15.17 0.038 4.84 0 67.228

North Gaza 19.9 0.21 0.91 38.95 29.67 5.72 26.7 3.44 1.73 3.67 120.9

Total 43.9 8.14 6.8205 153.76 23.616 13.39 61.36 5.194 8.07 59.91

In Micro sizes analysis was found of all debris is relatively high,“Hard Plastic

Fragment ” accounts for the highest quantitative of debris In Deir al-Balah.

“Bags (film) Fragment” accounts for the low largest quantitative of debris in Rafah

while ‘Plastic Pellets’ is the third largest group found in khan younis , while the

categories ‘Styrofoam’ and ‘others’ account for approximately the low proportion of

all location as show in (Table 4.3).

Table (4.3): Types of micro sizes shoreline debris in total found in the Gaza

Strip Density of shoreline plastic debris
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Rafah 0.69 0.063 0.96 0.12 0.061 0 1.894

Khan Younis 1.21 0.016 0.35 0.32 0.13 0 2.026

Deir al-Balah 1.69 0.014 0.49 0.18 0.095 0.02 2.489

Gaza 0.72 0.11 0.02 0.201 0.004 0 1.055

North Gaza 1.47 0.28 0.18 0.1866 0.03 0 2.1

Total 5.78 0.483 2 1.0076 0.32 0.02
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To describe the total quantitative of marine debris found in Gaza Strip better, the

research data was used to calculate the total quantitative of marine debris for each

location, in relation to the size of accessible flat coastlines.  As marine debris

commonly accumulates along a certain line behind the swash zone, amounts were

calculated per km instead of km 2 (calculations are done in accordance to OSPAR

Pilot Project, where amounts are presented per km as well).

The average density of shoreline on Gaza Strip is 78764 g per kilometer of beach.

This density is much higher than that found in comparable studies by Martinez Ribes

et al., (2007) and Claereboudt, (2004). Who all surveyed areas in Gulf of Oman and

MED, Balearic Island. The values are much lower than that found by Wetzel et al.,

(2004) in Brazil and Debrot et al., (1999) in CAR, Curacao.

Table (4.4): Density of Shoreline Debris in Coastal Environments

Location Weight (rangeg • km–1) Source

MED, Balearic Island 31,400 Martinez Ribes et al., 2007

IO, Gulf of Oman 27,000 Claereboudt, 2004

SA, Brazil 240,000 Wetzel et al., 2004

CAR, Curaçao 3,832,000 Debrot et al., 1999

Khan Younis and Deir al-Balah shoreline, which had the low density of debris, has

limited public access, has an easterly aspect and is open to the ocean swells. Most

litter found on this each must be ocean derived due to the limited amount of access to

the beach (walkers and beach fishers only).

Rafah beach had the second highest density of debris. This beach also has few users

(walkers, surfers and beach fishing).

North Gaza beach has the highest density of debris and has the highest level of public

usage. There are three locations of public access and multiple users of the beach

environment (fishing, swimming and picnicking). The high level of public usage may

account for the high density of plastic debris found at this beach.
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4.1.3 Shoreline plastic debris type

In Meso sizes bags (film) fragment was the highest quantitative found, while in

micro sizes was the second largest group found The next most dominant debris (such

as    plastic cups and water bottles). This was particularly the case were found near

the beach access points. This type of debris appeared to be derived from beach users

as they were concentrated at swimming locations and were found throughout the

beach profile.

In addition, of interesting note was the increase of fishing related type of debris,

Buoys and Floats which was prominent near locations of boat launch sites and areas

of popular beach fishing sites.

A majority of debris appeared to be of terrestrial origin but transported to the beach

from the sea. Most plastic debris type, excepting some cigarette at two location was

found (Gaza and North Gaza). (Figure 4.3, 4.4)

4.2 Marine Plastic Debris Rresult

4.2.1 Quantitative Rresult

On average, 7427 g/km3 were collected from the 22 surface samples along the coast

at two sampling occasions.  Surface samples North of Gaza Strip contributed more

than three quarters to the overall debris plastic weights (Figure 4.5).

Table (4.5): Total density of plastic debris in all surface samples

N location Density (g\km3)

1 Rafah 2532.35

2 Khan Younis 304.67

3 Deir al-Balah 387.88

4 Gaza 19165.57

5 North Gaza 14748.88
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Figure (4.5): Total density of plastic debris in all surface samples (five location)

In May - 2014 North Gaza accounting for (27431.68 g/km3) as highest quantitative

while Gaza found highest result (36065.46 g/km3) in Jun-2014. Other location result

approximately the low proportion of all location.

4.2.1.1 Meso and Micro sizes result

In Gaza was found the highest quantitative of Meso sizes marine debris accounting

for (18681.05 g/km3) while highest result in micro sizes was found in North Gaza

(562.32 g/km3).

Khan Younis result is the lowest density quantity marine debris of Meso sizes

(240.85 g/km3 ) and also in micro sizes (63.82 g/km3). As shown in (Figure 4.6).
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Figure (4.6): Marine Debris found (average total) and in marine sampled (Meso

sizes blue) with average total weight of debris (micro sizes red).

While microplastic debris in seawater samples exhibited a significant difference

(Kruskal–Wallis test, p = 0.005), the densities of mesoplastic debris in seawater

samples (Kruskal–Wallis test, p = 0.593) did not differ significantly between the

different sampling stations.
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The highest density of microplastic debris in seawater was found in North Gaza

(562.31 g/ km3 of seawater). This was significantly higher than the average density

detected at the seawater from KhanYounis (63.82 g/km3; Mann–Whitney U test, p =

0. 021) and Dier Elbalah (101.80 g/ km3; Mann–Whitney U test, p = 0.033).

The microplastic debris concentration found in the Gaza seawater (484.52 g/ m3) was

also significantly higher than those on the Dier Elbalah (Mann–Whitney U test, p =

0.011) and KhanYounis (Mann–Whitney U test, p = 0.021). For Rafah stations, the

average density of  microplastic debris (243.48 g/ m3) was also significantly higher

than those on KhanYounis (Mann–Whitney U test, p = 0.021) and Dier Elbalah

(Mann–Whitney U test, p = 0.033)

Based on Mann–Whitney U test,  no significance differences of the of the density of

microplastic debris in seawater samples were found between the sampling stations at

Rafah and Gaza (p value = 0.248), Rafah and North (p value = 0.386), KhanYounis

and Dier Elbalah (p value = 0.201), Gaza and North  (p value = 0. 773).

4.2.2 Qualitative analysis

The quantitative result of Meso of marine plastic debris shown that two type of them:

Bags (film) fragment as largest group ( 90%) and plastic cups the second (10%).

While in micro sizes was found three type, Bags (film) fragment recorded high result

(48%) and Small Net pieces and Fishing line smallest quantitative(17%).(Figure 4.7

,4.8).
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Figure (4.7): Density of Most Meso size debris in marine debris.

Figure (4.8): Types and the Density of micro marine debris in the Gaza Strip

Fragments film samples for Meso sizes contributed more than three quarters to the

overall plastic weights. Every individual class showed higher weight in marine
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samples compared to respective samples, Cups was found in one location and

contributed by weight on the marine plastic debris. (Figure4.9).

Figure (4.9): Meso sizes debris type and quantitative in the marine samples in

Gaza Strip.

In Micro sizes the average was 295.538 gram of micro plastics (Hard Plastic,

Fragment Film and Fishing line and Net ) constituting 48% of Fragment Film were

collected across the the highest quantitative and 51% was found in Gaza location.

Hard Plastic Fragment are the second largest category, it constituting 35% and the

highest quantity was found in North Gaza, Samples from Khan Younis and Deir al-

Balah showed very low density of micro plastic debris (Figure 4.10)
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Figure (4.10): Types and the Density of micro marine debris in the Gaza Strip.

4.3 Debris marine distribution

Plastic debris found on the marine occurred  suggesting on these beaches was derived

from the sea and transported to the beaches. Debris deposited during normal events

(Figure 4.7).

This pattern suggests that most debris is transported to the shoreline  and deposited

on the beach and results in the south (Rafah only) was high, but the pattern is that the

results were  beginning  high level in the direction of the north. In addition, the

northward action of longitudinal drift will transport beach debris to the northern end

of the beach, Where public access is greatest, this pattern is interrupted by an

increase in the density of litter found near access points to the beaches. (Figure 4.1).
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4.3 Degree of marine plastic pollution

Bags (film) fragment plastic that dominated the debris found are significant for their

impact to the marine and coastal environment, particularly to wildlife and beach

aesthetics. As plastics were the overwhelming majority of debris found, they are

most likely to present the largest problem to environmental management of beach

debris

4.4 Density of marine plastic debris

Measurable amounts of small-plastic debris (micro size) were found at all marine

sampled  while in Meso sizes was found one type of plastic debris in all samples in

low quantitative.

Total average density of marine debris (micro size) on the Coast was 291.18 g/km3

of surface. Comparison to other regions, this density is much lower than that found in

comparable studies by Moore et al., (2001) surveyed in NP, Subtropical and

Yamashita and Tanimura, 2007in NP, Japan.

Table (4.6): Density of Marine Debris in Coastal Environments

Location Weight (• km– 2) Source

NP, Subtropical U.S. 5,114 Moore et al., 2001

NP, Japan 3,600 Yamashita and Tanimura, 2007

The differences between the studies do not allow an accurate comparison. However

the comparison to amounts found with a comparison of the number of inhabitants,

allow a classification on the degree of pollution in Gaza Strip. Thus, it is mentioned

here that Gaza Strip is five times less polluted with marine debris than parts of the

Japan and Subtropical. Considering the habits of inhabitants in Gaza Strip.

North Gaza Strip has the highest density of marine debris which is consistent with

shoreline debris and explains that the biggest impact factor is the highest level of
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public usage and there multiple users of the beach environment (fishing, swimming,

Port of fishermen and marine parks). While south locations had very low density of

debris compared with North Gaza.

4.5 Marine plastic debris type

Fragments of hard plastic and bags (film) fragment were the overwhelming majority

of marine debris found. Density this types of debris found near port of fishermen and

marine parks, this reinforces one of the biggest sources of pollution is the human

pressure from fishing and tourism freely and consistent with what was found on the

beach.

Small Net pieces and Fishing line was found in all locations, The highest results in

Rafah refers this to the high density of fishing in Rafah and its proximity to the

Egyptian fishing areas (Lake Bardawil) .

4.6 The relationships between micro and mesoplastics debris at the

different sampling stations

The linear regression analysis between the microplastic and mesoplastic debris from

the sand and seawater samples at different locations along the shore of Gaza Strip is

shown in Figure (4.11) and Figure (4.12) respectively. Spearman’s rank correlation

results among the two size classes from the sand samples showed a moderate,

negative but significance (p = 0.05) correlation with correlation coefficients (r) of -

0.514. This negative correlation could be attributed to the fragmentation process of

plastic debris due to the high anthropogenic activities on beaches, thus, the relative

proportion of microplastc debris to the total marine debris will continue to rise.
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Figure (4.11): Linear regressions between the densities of mesoplastics and the

microplastics debris groups from the sand samples at different beaches along

the shore of Gaza Strip.

On the other hand, the correlation analysis between the two size classes (meso-

micropastic) in the seawater samples collected at the different surveyed locations

showed a very weak, positive (r = 0.276) but not significance (p = 0.212) correlation.

This positive correlation could be attributed to the fact that fragmentation process of

plastic debris in seawater environment are mainly due to the physical processes, such

as UV irradiations and water movement which may keep a direct relationship

between the proportion of microplastc and mesoplastic debris fragments. The values

of coefficient of determination (r2) in sand and seawater samples were 0.1124 and

0.1506, respectively (Fig. 4.11 and Fig 4.12).
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Figure (4.12): Linear regressions between the densities of mesoplastics and the

microplastics debris groups from the seawater samples at different locations

along the shore of Gaza Strip.

4.7 Sources of plastic debris

The first step to trace the source of plastic debris in Gaza Strip, was to identify the

industries in which items had former been used. Indicator items for the different

industries were developed following the example of OSPAR, as shown in Table 4.7.

Bags (film) fragment, cups and fragments of hard plastic were found in a relatively

large abundance.
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Table (4.7): Indicator items that were identified to represent the described

source during the OSPAR Pilot Project (OSPAR Commission et al., 2009)

Source Indicators

Fisheries, including
aquaculture

Jerry cans, Fish boxes, Fishing line, Fishing eights, Rubber
gloves, Floats/buoys, Ropes/cords/nets < 50 cm, and > 50
cm, respectively, Tangled ets/cords, Crab/lobster pots,
Octopus pots, Oyster nets and mussel bags, Oyster trays,
Plastic sheeting from mussel culture ("Tahitians")

Galley waste from shipping,
fisheries and offshore
activities

Cartons/tetrapaks, Cleaner bottles, Spray cans, Metal food
cans, Plastic gloves, Plastic crates

Sanitary and sewage-related
waste

Cotton bud sticks, Sanitary towels/panty
liners/backing strips, Tampons/Tampon applicators

Shipping, including offshore
activities (operational waste)

Strapping bands, Industrial packaging, Hard hats, Wooden
pallets, Oil drums (new and old), Light bulbs/tubes,
Injectiongun containers

Tourism and Recreational
activities

4-6-pack yokes, Plastic shopping bags, Plastic
bottles/containers for drinks, Metal bottles/containers for
drinks, Plastic food containers, Glass bottles, Crisp/sweet

Tudor (2001) suggested that an association between key items could be used for

identification in cases where the source is not clear.

Plastic bottles, Bags plastic and cups, were found in quantities with fishing nets,

containers, trays and construction tube and thus could potentially originate from the

fishing industry as well as the shipping industry.

Tourism is likely to be main the source of plastic debris as indicator items tracing

back to tourism were generally found in high quantities. The main sort of tourism in

Gaza Strip is outdoor tourism, in which environmental awareness is accepted to be

relatively mean and is seen as the origin of ecotourism .Some people, mostly from

the local Gaza community; also spend vacations on the Beach. The coastline was

partly observed to be more polluted with debris than other beaches (e.g. Straws,

Rubber).

The percentages of each group, calculated using the occurrence of the respective

indicator items, are presented in Figure 4.13.
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Figure (4.13): Shows contribution of source when plastic bottles, cups and

fragments of hard plastic are counted as being associated with the Tourism.

4.7.1 Fish samples

Gastrointestinal tracts were removed by dissection from each fish samples (Table

4.1), placed in clean petri dishes. The digestive tracts were cut open and the stomach

contents were analysed using binoculars .The results were all negative (No any

plastic part was found ) in all the samples.
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Table (4.8): Shows the details and fish varieties that have been autopsied.

N. Fish species Weight (g) Length (cm)
1 Mottled grouper 380 30
2 Pacific tripletail 12 13
3 Slender rainbow sardine 25 14
4 Pink cuttlefish 340 41
5 Brushtooth lizardfish 75 23
6 Picarel 10 14
7 Black wing flyingfish 150 12
8 Meagre 510 35
9 Red porgy 90 18
10 Bullseye 25 13
11 European seabass 20 14
12 Sardinellaaurita 35 10
13 Grey triggerfish 960 42
14 Yellowstripe barracuda 15 12
15 Common guitarfish 3800 112
16 Blue runner 70 19
17 common sole 90 20
18 Shi drum 50 18
19 Saddled seabream 90 20
20 Atlantic mackrel 75 20
21 Red-eye round herring 25 18
22 Greater amberjack 120 24
23 Common stingray 195 22
24 Lusitanian cownose ray 10 41
25 Pompano 115 23.5
26 Bastard grunt 75 18
27 Red mullet 12 20
28 Narrow-barred Spanish mackerel 640 46
29 Goldblotch grouper 275 27
30 Gilthead seabream 360 26
31 Longfin inshore squid 95 23
32 Annular seabream 15 12
33 Obtuse barracu 55 22
34 Flathead grey mullet 465 36
35 Black-barred halfbeak 75 27
36 Bluespottedcornetfish 15 49
37 White grouper 850 44
38 Little tunny 865 4
39 Angelshark 395 37
40 Pearly razorfish 20 20
41 White seabream 175 21
42 Goldband goatfish 15 12
43 Striped Seabream 25 13
44 Common octupus 55 21
45 Dusky grouper 415 30
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Chapter 5: Plastic Debris Pollution Management

Prevention Management

Introduction

The coast of the Gaza Strip is considered as a lung to the Palestinians living in the

area. Although the development of the coast was neglected during the last few

decades, and the environment deteriorated to a great extent, the Palestinians used the

coast for recreation activities during the same period. In summer, many people bathe

in the sea and spend several hours, from sunrise to sunset, along the beach. Most of

the coast is open to the public for recreation and swimming, so that tens of thousands

of people are touring and bathing along the beach daily. Children represent about

60% of the total people present at the beach during the summer season. Protecting

the coast from pollution and from the conflicting demands of urbanization,

agriculture and recreation must be considered as one of the important strategic tasks

of the coastal management.(Al-Agha 2000)

Measures to address marine debris can be categorised into three types, preventative,

mitigation and curative (Figure 5.1). Preventative measures to reduce marine debris

are not only most effective to solve the problem; they are also less costly. Once the

debris has reached the ocean, collection and the necessary separation to recycle and

incinerate the debris properly are expensive and can harm the environment. In Gaza

Strip, preventative measures against marine pollution need to be focused on Tourism

as well as on the shipping industry.

International regulations that prohibit discharge of plastics and fishing gear are

already in place. Proper enforcement is often difficult and little data is available on

the effectiveness of these regulations.  The responsible bodies for coastal protection

in Gaza Strip are the local municipalities, Works together with coastal communities

to remove beached debris. Other operating local NGOs in this field.
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5.1 Mitigation measures

5.1.1 Biodegradable gear

Marine debris pollution has only been a problem since the invention of plastics.

Earlier, Tourists and fishermen used gear made from natural and biodegradable

material such as cotton.

The existence of Materials and biodegradable gear on the market shows that it is

possible to replace plastic material with biodegradable material with similar

properties and with little additional cost. Thus, the Palestinian government should

implement better incentives for the development of biodegradable materials suitable

for the environment.  If suitable materials are available should be enforced, starting

with materials types that are frequently lost at sea and/or shoreline, and further

expanding to enforcement of changes to all  types if the materials .

Measures to reach this aim could include a requirement to replace all frequently lost

materials  types with gear made from biodegradable material within a certain time

frame. To reach full effectiveness of such a measure, proper enforcement .

5.2 Preventive measures

5.2.1 Disposal system and facility improvement

In Gaza Strip, all Tourist facilities provide reception facilities for Tourists, however,

must use the services of private debris management companies. Plastic Waste

Violation of Tourist facilities must pay a fee, which differs depending on the tariffs

issued by the Local municipalities’ administration.

5.2.2 Education

The education should include discussion of the threats of marine debris on nature,

human health. To effectively educate people who are working in this factor

contributing to marine debris, Education programs for coastal communities could be

provided at the local schools or education centers. Similar education programs could

also be provided for tourists. Furthermore, it is recommended to involve NGOs.

Education of children is also very important .Children are more likely to develop

environment friendly behaviours if they are confronted with the threats resulting

from pollution early. Furthermore, early on confrontations are important, as the next
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generation will inherit the problem of marine debris if measures for debris reductions

are not taken.

5.3 Curative measures

5.3.1 Beach clean-ups

Beach cleanups can only be a temporary solution since a large proportion of the

marine debris returns to the beach.  However, as the beaches in Gaza Strip are not

frequently cleaned a large quantity of debris might have been there for a longer time.

In any case, a beach cleanup especially in the north of Gaza Strip is strongly

recommended. Here the density of debris is especially high and visual effects could

harm the tourist industry in addition to the negative environmental consequences. For

the cleanup operation, ideally, the whole community of Gaza Strip (including schools

and the University Centre) and surrounding villages would participate in the cleanup

operation. The beach cleanup could include an analysis of the quantity and quality of

debris items, accomplished.

Some of the debris might even be of value for arts or decoration. For example, buoy

pieces appear in all colours and could be used for decoration in glass jars or other art

projects.

Figure (5.1): Plastic Debris Pollution Management
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and

Recommendations

6.1 Conclusion

1- In the present, study the standardized method of Marine Debris Monitoring

and Assessment was applied.

2- In Gaza, the main plastic material found was Bags (film) Fragment. The

average density of shoreline on Gaza Strip was 78.764 g\m3.

3- Deir al-Balah represents least polluted shorelines (41.66g\m3).The average

quantitative found Rafah (116.17g\m) was lower compared to the northern

location but higher than in the south.

4- On average, 7.427 Kg/km3 were collected from marine surface samples along

the coast.  Surface samples at North of Gaza Strip contributed more than

three quarters to the overall debris plastic weights (14.74 Kg/km3).

5- This study shows that the coast of Gaza Strip are mainly affected by sea-

based debris, which can be traced back to the tourism and fishing. This

conclusion is based on the examination of quantitative and qualitative marine

debris data from Gaza.

6- Quantities of marine debris in Gaza Strip are lower than quantities on the

Regional and international mainland.

7- The Study with previous studies in the plastic pollution sources to the coast of

the Gaza Strip through the samples that have been collected and classified

agree. The Mediterranean sea is economic corridor  global and  regional

active commercial and cruise ships and industrial practices,Making it  source

of plastic  pollution on the coast of the Gaza Strip,Sea currents and the

location of one of the main factors that put the Gaza Strip coast susceptible to

contamination from regional and international sources that are active in the

Suez Canal and the global movement of ships as well as the local source from

the tourist and fishing.

8- Results in all fish samples are negative ,We believe that methodology of

microscopic we have are not capable of detecting micro plastic
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6.2 Recommendations

1. The suggestions for effective management are Disposal system and facility

improvement with a feasible gear deposit system.

2. Replacement of plastic material used for tourism and fishing gear by

biodegradable materials, education programs, and responsibilities for plastic

waste disposal, a large scale (and ongoing) beach cleanup program for the

Gaza nature reserve.

3. These suggestions are made with consideration of the potentially damaging

effects on human health and on the natural environment at Gaza Strip.

4. This study serves as a starting point for further research between marine

debris in Gaza Strip regions and materials used for tourism and fishing gear

manufacture.

5. Further research is needed to describe the status plastic pollution  effects of

alternative biodegradable gear.
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Appendices

Most commonly of meso sizes found debris items

Figure m: Cigarettes
Filters

Figure k: Personal care
products

Figure i: Buoys and Floats Figure j: Hard Plastic
Fragment
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Figure o: Plastic Pellets
Figure n: Styrofoam

Figure a: Bags (film) Fragment

Figure d: Cups

Figure f: Straws
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Marine Debris Survey Photo Manual
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